
INVARIANT TORI IN THE SECULAR MOTIONSOF THE THREE{BODY PLANETARY SYSTEMSUGO LOCATELLIDipartimento di Matematica, Via Saldini 50,20133 | Milano, Italy.ANTONIO GIORGILLIDipartimento di Matematica e Applicazioni, Via degli Arcimboldi 8,20126 | Milano, Italy. In memory of Mich�ele MoonsAbstract. We consider the problem of the applicability of KAM theorem to a realistic problemof three bodies. In the framework of the averaged dynamics over the fast angles for the Sun{Jupiter{Saturn system we can prove the perpetual stability of the orbit. The proof is based onsemi{numerical algorithms requiring both explicit algebraic manipulations of series and analyt-ical estimates. The proof is made rigorous by using interval arithmetics in order to control thenumerical errors.1. Introduction and statement of the resultWe reconsider the classical problem of stability for the solar system in the light of the KAMtheory. After the celebrated works of Kolmogorov[14], Moser[24][25][26] and Arnold[2][3] therelevance of persistence of conditionally periodic motions for a near to integrable Hamilto-nian system for the dynamics of our solar system has been emphasized by many authors.However, it has been soon remarked (e.g., by H�enon[11]) that it is not evident that theperturbation due to the mutual interaction of the planets is so small that the KAM theorymay be safely applied. The aim of this work is to use both analytical theories and explicitperturbation expansions in order to prove that KAM theorem actually applies at least toan approximate model describing the dynamics of the Sun{Jupiter{Saturn (SJS) system.Numerical attempts to reveal a possible quasi{periodic behaviour of the planetaryorbits have been performed by some authors during the last decades (see, e.g., [28], [33]and [17]). The typical conclusion was that the dynamics of the major planets is ratherclose to a motion on an invariant torus, while the motion of the internal planets exhibitsa non{negligible chaotic component. However, in the recent work of Murray & Holman[27]it has been shown that a very small chaotic behaviour appears also in the orbit of Uranus.Nevertheless, the KAM theory may be expected to represent a quite good approximationof the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn.
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Figure 1. Illustrating the topological con�nement of the orbit in the 4D phase space.The continuous curves �0 and �00 represent two sets of 2D invariant tori that intersecttransversally an energy surface. An orbit with initial datum in the gap between twotori will be eternally trapped in the same region (see text).In this spirit, we investigate the stability of the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn in theframework of KAM theory. This involves three main di�culties, namely: (i) the degenera-tion of frequencies in the Keplerian approximation, (ii) the e�ectiveness of KAM estimatesfor a realistic problem, and (iii) the arithmetic properties of the frequencies.The �rst problem is a well known one in Celestial Mechanics, and it is usually overcomeby averaging over the fast angles. We partially follow the tradition. Starting with theHamiltonian for the problem of three bodies in an heliocentric reference system we �rstperform the usual reduction of the �rst integrals of the momentum and of the angularmomentum. Then we expand the Hamiltonian up to order 2 in the masses and we performan averaging transformation so as to remove the dependence on the fast angles. Forgettingfor a moment the behaviour of the secular variables, we approximate the fast motion ofJupiter and Saturn with an orbit on a two dimensional torus. In the neighbourhood of thelatter torus we expand the Hamiltonian of the three{body problem in Poincar�e variablesup to order 6 in eccentricities, thus obtaining a system of two degrees of freedom in theneighbourhood of an elliptic equilibrium point. On this system we perform a Birkho�normalization up to order 6, truncating the expansions at order 70. This de�nes the modelto be investigated in the framework of KAM theory. Let us refer to this model as \theapproximated secular model for the SJS system".Concerning the e�ectiveness of the KAM estimates, it is well known that implementinga perturbation algorithm on a computer greatly improves the �nal estimates. For instance,Celletti & Chierchia[5] proved the stability of orbits for a (planar circular restricted) three{body problem not too far from reality, but di�erent from the present one. We actuallyconsider a model similar to the one in [30], where the behaviour of the orbits has beenexplored by using the numerical tool of frequency analysis. Previous investigations of thismodel have been performed in [21]. The present work uses further re�nements of thedemonstration technique and a more e�ective software package developed on purpose.This allowed us to also consider the contributions of order 2 in the masses and to avoid



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 3arti�cial reductions of the size of the perturbation.We �nally come to the last possible obstruction to an application of the KAM theory,namely the problem that the frequencies are required to satisfy an irrationality conditionthat is hardly compatible with the fact that the frequencies are actually known only withinsome degree of approximation. Hence we make use of a topological con�nement, that wedescribe in some detail. The argument is illustrated by Fig. 1.Let us write the Hamiltonian in action{angle variables I; ' in the usual form h(I)+"f(I; '),where " is the perturbation parameter. Consider the initial conditions (I(0); '(0)) and letus denote by �E the corresponding value of the energy. After having assumed suitable non{degeneracy conditions on the unperturbed Hamiltonian h(I) , we can uniquely identify theinvariant tori surviving the perturbation by their angular frequencies. Making referenceto the frequency plane (!1; !2) , we consider two straight lines !1=!2 = const0 ; const00of frequencies satisfying a Diophantine condition and we choose two segments �0 and �00lying on each of the previous lines, respectively. Let us imagine we are able to provethe existence of all tori corresponding to the frequencies belonging to �0 and �00, thenthe images in the phase space of these two segments are two families of invariant toridepending on a parameter. Let us remark that in Fig. 1 we drew the images of �0 and �00which correspond only to a �xed value of the angles. Moreover, let us suppose to know twopairs of frequencies !0� ; !0+ 2 �0 and !00� ; !00+ 2 �00, such that E(!0�); E(!00�) < �E andE(!0+); E(!00+) > �E, where E(!) is the energy related to the torus with frequency !. SinceKAM theory ensures us that the function E(!) is continuous on the sets �0 and �00, thenthere are two frequencies !0 2 �0 and !00 2 �00 corresponding to two invariant tori, say T 0and T 00 respectively, such that they belong to the energy surface � related to the level �E .Thus, it is enough to check that the initial data belong to the gap between T 0 and T 00 onthe surface � in order to assure that the orbit will be trapped there forever.Applying the procedure above to our model we prove the followingTheorem 1: The Hamiltonian of the approximated secular model for the SJS systempossesses two invariant tori bounding the orbit with the initial data of Jupiter and Saturn.The form of the Hamiltonian referred to in the statement is given by truncating atorder 70 the expression (19) in sect. 3.1. The initial data in the appropriate canonicalcoordinates are given in table 4. The frequencies related to the trapping tori belong to thesets de�ned in formula (51).Acknowledgements. The advice of Mich�ele Moons and Jacques Henrard wasinvaluable in dealing with some of the classical expansions in Celestial Mechanics. Part ofthe calculations were performed using an algebraic manipulation package developed at theUniversity of Namur. During the preparation of this paper, one of the authors (U.L.) hasbeen supported by the research program of the Fondazione Cariplo on: \Problemi teorici edapplicativi in meccanica celeste ed ingegneria aerospaziale". U.L. would also like to thankthe Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies for their warm hospitality while part of thiswork was carried out. The project of this study has been discussed together with Mich�ele,but her illness, followed by her passing, interrupted the collaboration. We wish to dedicatethis work to her memory, to remember her sincere friendship and dedication to her fellow



4 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliTable 1. Masses, heliocentric position and velocities for Jupiter and Saturn. Weadopt the UA as unit of length, the year as time unit and set the gravitationalconstant G = 1 . With these units, the solar mass is equal to (2�)2. The data aretaken by JPL at the Julian Day 2451220:5 .Jupiter SaturnMass (2�)2=1047:355 (2�)2=3498:5X 4:9193878348583491 7:6616865939311696Y 0:56774366109437100 5:1843531385874693Z �0:11252196237771750 �0:39486592787023467_X �0:35254936932700516 �1:2500060951403738_Y 2:8698796063436852 1:6866882187249184_Z �0:0039904051778461076 0:020339209854943361collaborators.2. Reduction of the secular HamiltonianIn this section we discuss some classical expansions of the Hamiltonian of the problem ofthree bodies in Poincar�e variables. Then we introduce the secular Hamiltonian by elimi-nating the fast variables.2.1 Expansion in canonical variablesWe start with the expression of the Hamiltonian F of the three{body problem in Poincar�evariables, after having performed the reduction of the classical �rst integrals of the mo-mentum and of the angular momentum (see, e.g. [29] and [16]). The Hamiltonian writes(1) F = �12 �� 21 � 31� 21 + � 22 � 32� 22 �� Gm1m2� + T :where �1 ; �2 are the action variables and �1 ; �2 the conjugate angles for the two planets,�j = G(m0 + mj) and �j = mjm0mj+m0 for j = 1; 2, m0 being the mass of the Sun andm1 ; m2 the masses of the planets and G being the gravitational constant. Moreover, � isthe distance between the planets and T a term coming from the expression of the kineticenergy in heliocentric coordinates. We recall that the Poincar�e variables are(2) 8>><>>:�j = �jp�jaj �j = p2�jr1�q1� e2j cos!j�j = lj + !j �j = �p2�jr1�q1� e2j sin!j j = 1; 2 ;with the usual notations aj ; ej ; lj and !j for the semi{major axes, the eccentricities, themean anomalies and the perihelion arguments, respectively.



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 5Table 2. Fundamental frequencies n� and g� (related to the angles � and !,respectively) of Jupiter and Saturn as calculated by using Laskar's method.Jupiter n�1 = 0:52989041594 rad=year g�1 = �30:06829 00=yearSaturn n�2 = 0:213454442910 rad=year g�2 = �54:04533 00=yearAs usual we expand the perturbation in F . It is known that the main di�culty isrepresented by the expansion of the inverse of the mutual distance 1=� : we essentiallyfollowed, with minor changes, the scheme sketched in sect. 3.3 of [31] (see also [20] formore details). We just add a few remarks.a) We found that the algorithm described in [12] is very e�ective for the expansion of thetrue anomaly and the ratio r=a (where r is the distance of a planet from the centralstar and a is the semi{major axis) as functions of the eccentricities e and of the meananomaly l .b) We need the expansion of the expression(3) [1 + %2 + 2% cos(�1 � �2)]�s=2 = 12b0s=2(%) + +1Xj=1 bjs=2(�%) cos(j(�1 � �2)) ;where % represents the ratio a1=a2 of the semi{major axes. The Laplace coe�cientsbjs=2(%) can be calculated, for instance, according to the algorithm described in [1].c) For what concerns the so-called complementary term T coming from the kinetic energy,we use the expressionT = � �1n1a1�2n2a2m0p1� e 21p1� e 22 �(cos(v1 + !1) + e1 cos(!1))(cos(v2 + !2) + e2 cos(!2)) cosJ+ (sin(v1 + !1) + e1 sin(!1))(sin(v2 + !2) + e2 sin(!2))� ;where nj indicates the mean motion frequency of the j{th planet (for the osculatingorbit) and J is the mutual inclination of the two orbital planes. An useful expressionfor 1� cos J is reported, e.g., in formula (12) of [31].All expansions above are quite standard. We come now to the part which is strictlyrelated to the search of an invariant torus according to Kolmogorov's algorithm. We lookfor �xed values (��1;��2) by solving the equation(4) @ hF i�@�j ����� �=��� ; �=0 = n�j ; j = 1; 2 ;where the symbol h�i� denotes the average with respect to the fast angles, and n�j are thefundamental mean motion frequencies related to the angles �j . In order to determine thesefrequencies we integrate the Newton equations by taking the initial conditions reported in
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Figure 2. Check of our expansions of Hamiltonian (1).table 1 and use Laskar's method for the frequency analysis (see [18], [19]). The values sodetermined are reported in table 2.After having determined (��1;��2) by numerically solving equation (4), we introducethe displacements L by Lj = �j � ��j ; 8 j = 1; 2 :Finally, we expand the perturbation in powers of L1 ; L2 in a neighbourhood of (0; 0) .In our calculations we expand the perturbation as a function of the canonical variables(L; �; �; �) with the following limits: 1) up to degree 2 in L; 2) up to order 7 in eccentricity;3) up to a trigonometric degree in � high enough to assure that at least the �rst 21 terms ofthe series in (3) are taken into account. The limits above have been chosen by attemptingto preserve the value of the energy as much as possible in the domain of the expansions.As a check, we �nd a number of points in the prescribed neighbourhood by numericallyintegrating the Newton's equations with the initial data in table 1; then we calculate thedi�erence �E between the initial energy and the energy given by our expansion of (1) atdi�erent points of the orbit. The results are reported in Fig. 2. For comparison, the value ofthe energy computed by formula (1) is preserved during the numerical integration withina relative error of � 10�11.2.2 The secular Hamiltonian at order two in the massesIn this section we discuss the process of calculation of the secular Hamiltonian via elimina-tion of the fast angles. This is a quite classical procedure that we implement in a way thattakes into account the Kolmogorov's algorithm for the construction of an invariant torus.Recall that after the expansions in sect. 2.1 the perturbation has order 1 in the masses,and it is a polynomial function in the variables L ; � and � and a trigonometric polynomialin the fast angles �. We remove the dependence on the angles from terms which are inde-pendent of and linear in the action variables L, regarding the variables �; � as parameters.This will assure that the torus L = 0 is invariant up to terms of order two in the masses.



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 7Let us denote with F (s)j the part of the Hamiltonian F having order s with respect tothe masses (i.e., the small parameter �m=m0, where �m = maxfm1;m2g ) and degree j inthe mean motion actions L . Thus we write the Hamiltonian as(5) F = F (0)1 + F (0)2 + : : :+ F (1)0 + F (1)1 + F (1)2 + : : :where an unessential constant has been neglected. Here the terms F (0)j come from theunperturbed Keplerian part of the Hamiltonian, while F (1)j come from the perturbation.We now take into account the �rst order correction to the frequencies by consideringF (0)1 +hF (1)1 j� ; �=0i� as the linear unperturbed Hamiltonian, and replacing F (1)1 with F (1)1 �hF (1)1 j� ; �=0i�. With a minor abuse we denote again the latter quantities by F (0)1 andF (1)1 , respectively. Thanks to (4), the latter replacements imply F (0)1 = n� � L . In viewof D'Alembert rules the dependency of the new F (1)1 on the secular variables satis�eshF (1)1 i� = O( �m=m0) � O(e2) . We also assume O(e2) ' O( �m=m0) , which is true for theSJS system.We remove the angle{dependent terms in F (1)0 via a canonical transformation withgenerating function X(1)M determined by the equation(6) n� � @X(1)M@� + F (1)0 � hF (1)0 i� = 0 :Here, hF (1)0 i� is the average on the angles � and it depends only on �; � . Using the formalismof Lie series (see, e.g., [10] and [7]) the transformed Hamiltonian is(7) �F = expLX(1)M F = 1Xj=0 1j!LjX(1)M F ;where, as usual, the symbol Lf � indicates the Poisson bracket ff; �g . We write the �rstterms that will be useful for the discussion which follows:(8) �F (1)0 = hF (1)0 i� ; �F (1)1 = LX(1)M F (0)2 + F (1)1 ;�F (2)0 = 12 nX(1)M ;LX(1)M F (0)2 oL;� + nX(1)M ; F (1)1 oL;� + 12 nX(1)M ; F (1)0 o�;� ;where we denoted with f�; �gL;� and f�; �g�;� the terms of the Poisson bracket involvingonly the derivatives with respect the variables (L; �) and (�; �), respectively.Then we proceed by eliminating the angular dependence in �F (1)1 via a canonical trans-formation with generating function Y (1)M determined by the equation(9) n� � @Y (1)M@� + �F (1)1 � h �F (1)1 i� = 0 :As a matter of fact, we just remove �F (1)1 �h �F (1)1 i� without performing explicitly the trans-formation. This is justi�ed because up to order two in the masses no terms independentof both L and � will be generated. This means that all terms generated by this expansion



8 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliTable 3. Initial conditions of the secular coordinates (� ; �) for Jupiter and Saturn.Jupiter �1 = 0:013902710681323937 �1 = �0:033461832907706032Saturn �2 = 0:021222294541265476 �2 = 0:013936304647086138will be removed when reducing the system to the secular one in the fast angles, as we shalldo in a moment.After the transformation above the Hamilton's equations for the mean motion variablessatisfy _Lj = O(( �m=m0)2) ; _�j = O(( �m=m0)2) ; for j = 1; 2(recall that h �F (1)1 i� = hF (1)1 i� = O(( �m=m0)2), due to our assumption on the size of theeccentricities).We now proceed with the reduction to the secular system. This is performed via atruncation of the Hamiltonian by removing all terms depending on the fast variables Land �. This means that we consider the fast variables frozen on the torus L = 0, with fastfrequencies n�. The resulting Hamiltonian has the form(10) HSec = �F (1)0 + hF (2)0 i� ;with �F (1)0 and �F (2)0 given by (8). As a matter of fact, this turns out to be an in�nite sumof even polynomials in the canonical variables �; � of the form(11) H(I)Sec(�1; �2; �1; �2) = 3Xs=1 Xi1+i2+j1+j2=2s ci1;i2;j1;j2 �i11 �i22 �j11 �j22 ;that we calculate up to the sixth order in eccentricity (the numerical values of the coe�-cients c are reported in App. A).In order to test our model, we compare the fundamental frequencies calculated viaNewton's equations for the complete SJS system with those related to the Hamiltonian (11).First, we determine the values of the initial conditions in the variables (� ; �) . We expressthe initial conditions given in table 1 in orbital elements. Then, by using formula (2) weget the values in the original variables �; �, to which the canonical transformations relatedto the generating functions X(1)M and Y (1)M must be applied. By performing the latter trans-formation at order one in the masses we end up with the table 3. (#) By applying Laskar'sfrequency analysis we determine the fundamental frequencies for the Hamiltonian (11)with the initial conditions of table 3, thus getting(12) �g1 = �30:03577993494953 00=year ; �g2 = �53:33350277285140 00=year :The comparison with the secular frequencies calculated for the complete three{body prob-lem (see the values of g�1 and g�2 in table 2) shows that the relative errors on the secular(#) Remark that we limit ourselves to consider the correction O( �m=m0) in the change ofcoordinates. The calculation of the further corrections is demanding and does not signi�-cantly modify the resulting frequencies (12).



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 9frequency of Jupiter and Saturn are about 0:1% and 1:3% , respectively. As a comparisonwith other works, Laskar found an agreement of the same order of magnitude between the\real" secular frequencies of Jupiter and Saturn and those calculated from his more com-plicated model including the 8 main planets (see table 2 in [15]). Therefore, we considerthat our model should be a reliable one for testing the applicability of KAM theory to thesecular dynamics of the SJS system.3. Construction of the secular torusWith the calculations of the previous sections we have reduced the Hamiltonian to a formcorresponding to a conservative system close to an equilibrium point. Our aim now is toapply the Kolmogorov's normalization algorithm in order to �nd an invariant torus withgiven frequencies. This requires a few transformations in order to give the Hamiltonian aform suitable for starting the Kolmogorov's algorithm, namely the form(13) H(p; q) = ! � p+ h2(p) + f(p; q) +O(p3) ;where p; q are action{angle variables, ! are the frequencies of the unperturbed motion onthe torus p = 0, h2(p) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 and f(p; q) is the part ofthe perturbation which is at most of degree 2 in the actions p. Here f(p; q) is assumed tobe small.3.1 Preliminary transformationsWe prepare the Hamiltonian by performing four operations: (i) diagonalization of thequadratic part of the Hamiltonian, (ii) transformation to action{angle variables, (iii) partialBirkho�'s normalization in order to remove the degeneration of the unperturbed Hamil-tonian, and (iv) translation on the unperturbed torus with prescribed frequencies.The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is a classical well known topic: the quadraticpart of the Hamiltonian may be given a diagonal form in case all eigenvalues of the corre-sponding linear system of di�erential equations are di�erent; if, moreover, the eigenvaluesare pure imaginary then one can �nd a linear canonical transformation such that thequadratic Hamiltonian takes the form of a system of harmonic oscillators (see, e.g., App. 6of [4]). In our case the eigenvalues i�j are actually pure imaginary, so that we can give thequadratic Hamiltonian the form�12 ��0 21 + �0 21 �+ �22 ��0 22 + �0 22 �The linear transformation (�; �)! (�0; �0) may be be constructed by adapting the proce-dure in [8], sec. 7.Action{angle variables are introduced via the canonical transformation(14) �0j =p2Ij cos('j) ; �0j =p2Ij sin('j) ; j = 1; 2 :



10 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliWith this change of coordinates the Hamiltonian (11) takes the form(15) H(II)Sec(I1; I2; '1; '2) = �1I1 + �2I2+3Xs=2 Xi1+i2=2s i1Xj1=0 i2Xj2=0 c(II)i1;i2;j1;j2qIi11 Ii22 cos �(i1 � 2j1)'1 + (i2 � 2j2)'2� ;where only cosines occur because our model (11) is invariant with respect to the symmetry(�; �) 7! (�;��).The unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian above is degenerate, being linear in theactions. In order to remove the degeneration we perform a partial Birkho�'s normalizationup to a �nite order. As a matter of fact, normalization up to terms of the fourth orderwould be enough for a generic system close to an equilibrium point. However, in our modelthe 5=2 resonance of the SJS system produces quite big coe�cients at order 6 in the �; �variables. Hence we push the Birkho�'s normalization up to order 6. The procedure isquite known. Let us rewrite the expansion (15) as(16) H(II)Sec(I1; I2; '1; '2) = 3Xs=1 f (II)s (I1; I2; '1; '2) ;where f (II)1 = �1I1 + �2I2 and the functions f (II)s are homogeneous polynomials of degree2s in I1=2 and trigonometric polynomials of degree 2s in the angles ', with 1 � s � 3 . We�rst determine a generating function B(III) by solving the equation(17) � � @B(III)@' + f (II)2 � hf (II)2 i = 0 ;where h�i indicates the average over the angles '1 and '2 . With this transformation weget a new Hamiltonian of the formH(III)Sec = expLB(III) H(II)Sec =Xs�1 f (III)s ;with functions f (III)s of the same type as above. This removes the dependence on the anglesin f (II)2 , so that f (III)2 = hf (II)2 i. Similarly, we remove the dependence on the angles in f (III)3by applying a canonical transformation with generating function B(IV) determined by theequation(18) � � @B(IV)@' + f (III)3 � hf (III)3 i = 0 :This process ends up with a Hamiltonian(19) H(IV)Sec = expLB(IV) H(III)Sec =Xs�1 f (IV)s ;where f (IV)1 (I), f (IV)2 (I) and f (IV)3 (I) are independent of the angles. All the operationsabove are performed by truncating the expansions at a reasonably high �nite degree 2Nin I1=2, corresponding to order 2N in eccentricity. In our case we choose 2N = 70.



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 11The �nal step is the translation on the unperturbed torus with prescribed frequencies.To this end we consider the part of the Hamiltonian (19) which is in Birkho�'s normal form.Recall that we are looking for an invariant torus with frequencies !. First, we determineI� as the solution of the equation(20) 3Xs=1 @f (IV)s@Ij (I) = !j ; j = 1; 2 ;then we perform a translation of the actionsIj = pj + I�j ; 'j = qj ; j = 1; 2 :This produces a Hamiltonian of the form(21) H(V)Sec = NXs=1 1Xl=0 f (V;s)l ;where(22) f (V;s)l (p; q) = Xj1+j2=l 1j1! j2! @j1+j2 f (IV)s@I j11 @I j22 ����� I1=I�1 ; I2=I�2'1=q1 ; '2=q2 pj11 pj22 :This is essentially enough in order to start the process of Kolmogorov's normalization.However, for the purpose of producing analytical estimates it is convenient to rearrangethe Hamiltonian as follows. Let us say that the function f(p; q) is of class Pl;s in caseit is a trigonometric polynomial of degree s in the angles q with coe�cients that arehomogeneous polynomials of degree l in the actions p, and moreover Fourier expansioncontains only harmonics k � q with k1 + k2 an even integer. We write the Hamiltonian as(23) H(1)(p; q) = h(0)1 + 3Xl=2 h(1)l (p) + NXs=2 1Xl=0 f (1;s)l (p; q) + E(1) ;where h(0)1 = ! � p , h(1)l 2 Pl;0 , f (1;s)l 2 Pl;2s and E(1) is a constant. This form needsnot be unique, so let us add a few details about our reordering scheme. Recalling (15),remark that only even sums k1+k2 may occur in the generic term c pj11 pj22 cos(k1q1+k2q2)appearing in the expansion of (21). Such a generic term is stored in (23) according to thefollowing rule: let l = j1 + j2 and s = (jk1j+ jk2j)=2 , then it must be added to f (1;s)l . Theprevious general rule has the following exceptions:a) when jk1j+ jk2j = 0 , thena1) if j1+j2 = 0 then add the term to E(1) ; i.e., E(1) takes into account all the additiveconstants in order to later calculate the energy of the invariant torus;a2) if j1 + j2 = 1 and the term comes from f (V;r)1 with 1 � r � 3 , then add it toh(0)1 ; i.e., the main linear term of the Hamiltonian must be ! � p , according toequation (20);a3) if j1 + j2 = 1 and the term comes from f (V;r)1 with r > 3 , then add it to f (1;3)1 ;



12 U. Locatelli and A. Giorgillia4) if l = j1 + j2 = 2 ; 3 and the term comes from f (V;r)l with 2 � r � 3 , then add itto h(1)l ;a5) if none of the cases a1, a2, a3, a4 occurs then add the term to f (1;2)l , wherel = j1 + j2 .b) when jk1j+ jk2j = 2 , then add the term to f (1;2)l , where l = j1 + j2 .3.2 Kolmogorov's normalization algorithmWe follow [9] with minor variations due to the fact that the quadratic part of the unper-turbed Hamiltonian is of order O(e4) , i.e., it is smaller than the linear part ! � p . This isdue to the fact that we are working in the neighborhood of an equilibrium point.We write the Hamiltonian in Kolmogorov's normal form up to order r as(24) H(r)(p; q) = ! � p+ rXs=1 1Xl=2 h(s)l (p; q) + 1Xs=r+1 1Xl=0 f (r;s)l (p; q) + E(r) ;where h(s)l 2 Pl;2s , f (r;s)l 2 Pl;2s , h(1)2 = hh(1)2 i , hf (r;r)1 i = 0 and E(r) is a constant.We assume that we are given an Hamiltonian H(r�1) in normal form up to orderr� 1 and we show how to calculate H(r). Remark that the Hamiltonian H(1) is already innormal form; hence we start with r = 2.We de�ne the new terms h(r)l of the normal form as(25) h(r)l = f (r�1;r)l for l � 2 :Then we remove the unwanted terms f (r�1;r)0 (q) and hf (r�1;r+1)1 i(p) via a canonical trans-formation with generating function �(r)1 (q) = X(r)(q) + �(r) � q (being �(r) a real vector).To this end we solve with respect to X(r)(q) and �(r) the equations(26) ! � @ X(r)@q (q) + f (r�1;r)0 (q) = hf (r�1;r)0 i ;C(r)�(r) � p+ hf (r�1;r+1)1 i(p) = 0 ;where 12C(r)p � p = Prs=1hh(s)2 i . An unique solution satisfying hX(r)i = 0 exists if thefrequencies ! are non{resonant up to order 2r, i.e., k1!1+k2!2 6= 0 , 8 0 < jk1j+ jk2j � 2r ,k 2 Z2 and if C(r) is a non{degenerate matrix.The transformation produces an intermediate Hamiltonian(27) Ĥ(r)(p; q) = ! � p+ rXs=1 1Xl=2 h(s)l (p; q) + f̂ (r;r)1 (p; q) + 1Xs=r+1 1Xl=0 f̂ (r;s)l (p; q) + E(r) ;where E(r) = E(r�1) + ! � �(r) + hf (r�1;r)0 i is a new constant. The functions f (r;s)l , arerecursively de�ned according to the following general rules, with a couple of exceptions.We initially set f̂ (r;r)1 = f (r�1;r)1 and f̂ (r;s)l = f (r�1;s)l for l � 0 and s > r . Then we perform



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 13the replacements (\)(28) f̂ (r;jr+s)l�j  f̂ (r;jr+s)l�j + 1j!Lj�(r)1 h(s)l for 0 < s < r ; l � 2 ; 1 � j � l ;f̂ (r;jr+s)l�j  f̂ (r;jr+s)l�j + 1j!Lj�(r)1 f (r�1;s)l for s � r ; l � 1 ; 1 � j � l :The exceptions to the prescriptions above take into account the terms that are cancelledout in view of the second equation in (26). We de�ne(29) f̂ (r;r+1)1 = LX(r)h(1)2 + f (r�1;r+1)1 � hf (r�1;r+1)1 i ;f̂ (r;r+m)1 = LX(r)h(m)2 + L�(r)�q �h(m)2 � hh(m)2 i�+ f (r�1;r+m)1 8 1 < m � r :It is an easy matter to check that h(r)l 2 Pl;2r , f̂ (r;r)1 2 P1;2r , f̂ (r;s)l 2 Pl;2s for s > r ,hf̂ (r;r)1 i = 0 and hf̂ (r;r+1)1 i = 0.We �nally remove f̂ (r;r)1 (p; q) via a canonical transformation with generating function�(r)2 (p; q). To this end we solve the equation(30) ! � @ �(r)2@q (p; q) + f̂ (r;r)1 (p; q) = 0 :A solution exists because hf̂ (r;r)1 i = 0 , and the frequencies ! are non{resonant up to order� 2r . The transformation gives the Hamiltonian the normal form (24). The functions f (r;s)lare determined by initially setting f (r;s)l = f̂ (r;s)l and then performing the replacements
(31) f (r;jr+s)l  f (r;jr+s)l + 1j!Lj�(r)2 h(s)l for l � 2 ; 1 � s � r ; j � 1 ;f (r;jr+s)l  f (r;jr+s)l + 1j!Lj�(r)2 f̂ (r;s)l for l � 0 ; s > r ; j � 1 ;f (r;(j+1)r)1  f (r;(j+1)r)1 + j(j + 1)!Lj�(r)2 f̂ (r;r)1 for j � 1 :Again, it is an easy matter to check that f (r;s)l 2 Pl;2s for s > r and hf (r;r+1)1 i = 0 . Thisconcludes the normalization step.3.3 Numerical testsA �rst test concerns the e�ect of the truncation at order 2N = 70 of the Hamiltonian (19).We consider the value of the energy. To this end we calculate the values of the initialconditions in coordinates (I; '), starting from those in table 3 and taking into accountthe �rst three preliminary transformations listed in sect. 3.1; the results are reported intable 4. Then, putting these values of (I; ') as arguments in the sum of the �rst 35 termsof the Hamiltonian (19), we determine the corresponding energy �E . This agrees except for(\) The notation f  f + g means that f is replaced by f + g. This corresponds exactlyto what we do in our program.



14 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliTable 4. Initial conditions of the coordinates (I ; ') corresponding to that intable 3.Jupiter I1 = 6:5759961186315956 � 10�4 '1 = 1:6385266516501007Saturn I2 = 3:2097485037333470 � 10�4 '2 = 3:1140763924923589the last signi�cant digit with the energy calculated via the Hamiltonian (11) for the pointin table 3. Therefore, we estimate that the e�ect of the truncation should be at most ofthe order of magnitude of the roundo� error.A second test is concerned with the Kolmogorov's normal form. According to theanalytic theory, if the Kolmogorov's algorithm converges to a normal form then it producesan invariant torus carrying quasi{periodic orbits with the prescribed frequencies !. Inthe next section we shall prove that the approximated secular model possesses invarianttori with frequencies ! close to the values of �g in (12), with appropriate non{resonanceconditions. For the moment, let us set ! = �g and perform only a �nite number of stepsof Kolmogorov's algorithm, thus getting an approximated invariant torus. In this casethe high order resonances between the frequencies are harmless. We proceed as follows.Denote by Tr the composition of the canonical transformations bringing the Hamiltonianin Kolmogorov's normal form up to order r (i.e., H(r) as in (24)). Taking the initial point(�(0); �(0)) , reported in table 3, we calculate (~�r(t); ~�r(t)) according to the scheme(32) (�(0); �(0)) Tr�! (p(0) � 0 ; q(0))# :(~�r(t); ~�r(t)) T �1r � (p(t) � 0 ; q(t) � q(0) + !t)The point ~�r(t); ~�r(t) so obtained is compared with the point �(t); �(t) given by numericalintegration of the system (11), with the same initial point. The results for di�erent valuesof r are reported in Fig. 3.The improvement of the approximation at increasing order is quite evident by lookingat the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. It is also noticed that in Fig. 3d a slow driftstarts to appear. The drift becomes the main e�ect in Fig. 3e, corresponding to r = 13 .We ascribe this e�ect to the error in determining the frequencies via frequency analysis.Indeed, a rough evaluation of the drift rate is 4 � 10�18. On the other hand k(�(t); �(t))knearly behaves as a constant and its value is � 4:4�10�2. We conclude that the calculationof the frequencies (12) is a�ected by an uncertainty � 10�16 rad/year. Our evaluation ofthe error of the Laskar's method substantially agrees with that given in sect. III.2.2 of [30].4. Computer{assisted proof of stabilityOur aim is to prove that the Hamiltonian (19) truncated at s = 35 and obtained asdescribed in sect. 3.1 possesses two invariant tori which con�ne forever the orbit starting
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Figure 3. The distance d(t) between the numerically integrated orbit and the ap-proximated motion (~�r(t); ~�r(t)) calculated via the scheme (32). The curves a{e referto the step r of Kolmogorov's algorithm with r = 1; 5; 9; 11; 13, respectively. Theconvergence may be appreciated by looking at the vertical scale. The drift e�ect in�gure e is due to the error in the determination of the frequencies.from the initial conditions reported in table 4.Following the scheme in [6] we calculate R0 steps of Kolmogorov's algorithm. (@) Theresult improves with increasing R0, of course. We found that setting R0 = 33 is su�cientfor our purposes. In order to make the proof rigorous all coe�cients in the expansions ofsect. 3 have been calculated by using the interval arithmetics (see, e.g., [13] and [32]).4.1 Iteration of the estimatesLet us �rst introduce some notations. For v 2 Rn we denote jvj = Pnj=1 jvjj . Let uswrite the expansion of a generic function g 2 Pl;K , with multi-index notation, as g(p; q) =Pjjj=lPjkj�K cjkpj sincos (k � q) , where the expression sincos means that both the contributionswith the sines and the cosines may occur. Then we introduce the norm(33) kgk = Xjjj=l Xjkj�K jcjkj :We look now for recursive estimates for the norms of the functions h(s)l , f (r;s)l appearingin (24). Precisely, given a positive integer R00 we look for a positive constant E and two(@) This means that at the r{th step (with 1 � r � R0) of the Kolmogorov's algorithm wecalculate at least the explicit expansion of the generating functions �(r)1 and �(r)2 , of thefunctions h(r)l such that 2 � l � b(R0 + 1� r)=rc+ 2 and of the functions f̂ (r;s)l and f (r;s)lsuch that 0 � l � b(R0 + 1� s)=rc+ 2 and r < s � R0 + 1 .



16 U. Locatelli and A. Giorgilli�nite sequences f"rgR00r=1 and f�rgR00r=1 of positive real numbers such that for 1 � r � R00we have(34) h(s)l  � "s+1r E � lr for 1 � s � r ; l � 2 ;f (r;s)l  � "s+1r E � lr for s > r ; l � 0 ;The iteration of the estimates is performed as follows:a) Estimate of the functions �(1)1 , �(1)2 , f (1;2)2 , : : :, �(R00)1 , �(R00)2 , f (R00;R00+1)2 and of allthe intermediate functions necessary to evaluate the previous ones.b) Derivation of the upper bounds (34) on the in�nite sequence of terms appearing inthe expansion (24), for 1 � r � R00 .4.1.1 Estimates on the truncated HamiltoniansWe start with the truncated Hamiltonian (19) after the Birkho� transformation. Thiscontains a �nite number of monomials; hence it is easy to evaluate some upper bounds for(35) 12�2 sup(I1;I2)2D2I�1 ;2I�2 ����Z'2T2 f (IV)s (I; ') sincos(k � ')d'���� ; jkj � 2s ; 1 � s � N ;where N = 35 and the domain of analyticity D2I�1 ;2I�2 is de�ned asD2I�1 ; 2I�2 = f(I1; I2) : 0 < I1 < 2I�1 ; 0 < I2 < 2I�2g :Then, we estimate the functions appearing in expansion (21) via Cauchy estimates, thusgetting(36)f (V;s)l  � �1� minfI�1 ;I�2 gmaxfI�1 ;I�2g��12�2�min fI�1 ; I�2g �l Xjkj�2s sup(I1;I2)2D2I�1 ;2I�2 ����Z'2T2 f (IV)s (I; ') sincos(k � ')d'���� :The functions h(1)l and f (1;s)l and constant E(1) appearing in (23) can be similarly estimated,just taking into account all the prescriptions at the end of sect. 3.1.The following inequalities are the basic tool for most of the estimates in the algorithmbelow. Let g 2 Pl;2s a generic function appearing in the expansions of the Hamiltoniansdescribed in sect. 3.2. Then(37)  1j!Lj�(r)1 g � � lj��maxj0 �@X(r)@qj0 �+maxj0 n ����(r)j0 ��� o�j kgk 1j!Lj�(r)2 g � 1j! jYi=1"lmaxj0 (@�(r)2@qj0 )+ 2(s+ (i� 1)r)maxj0 (@�(r)2@pj0 )# kgk :We now give the formul� that allow us to estimate an iteration step in the form of acomputational algorithm. We emphasize that in our calculation we implemented exactlythis scheme in order to calculate recursive estimates.



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 17Start with the functions h(s)l and f (r�1;s)l appearing in the Hamiltonian H(r�1) in theform (24). Let kh(s)l k � F (s;s)l , kf (r�1;s)l k � F (r�1;s)l and khf (r�1;s)1 ik � F (r�1;s)h i withknown F (s;s)l , F (r�1;s)l and F (r�1;s)h i . Let the matrix C(r) in (26) satisfy the non{degeneracycondition jC(r) � vj � %(r)jvj 8 v 2 Rn , with some %(r). Then:(i) the norms of the generating functions are bounded by maxj0fk@X(r)=@qj0kg � G(r)11 ,maxj0fj�(r)j0 jg � G(r)12 , maxj0fk@�(r)2 =@qj0k � G(r)21 and maxj0fk@�(r)2 =@pj0kg � G(r)22where
(38) G(r)11 � 2r min0<jkj�2rjkj even jk � !j!�1F (r�1;r)0 ; G(r)12 � 1%(r)F (r�1;r+1)h i ;G(r)21 � 2r min0<jkj�2rjkj even jk � !j!�1F (r�1;r)1 ; G(r)22 �  min0<jkj�2rjkj even jk � !j!�1F (r�1;r)1 ;(ii) the norms of the functions appearing in expansion (27) of Hamiltonian Ĥ(r) arebounded by the inequalities kh(r)l k � F (r;r)l for l � 2, kf̂ (r;r)1 k � F̂ (r;r)1 andkf̂ (r;s)l k � F̂ (r;s)l for l � 0 and s > r . Here F (r;r)l = F (r�1;r)l for l � 2 , and theconstants F̂ (r;s)l are determined by initially setting F̂ (r;s)l = F (r�1;s)l for either l � 0and s > r or l = 1 and s = r , then performing the replacements
(39) F̂ (r;jr+s)l�j  F̂ (r;jr+s)l�j + � lj��G(r)11 + G(r)12 �j F (s;s)l for l � 2 ; 0 < s < r ; 1 � j � l ;F̂ (r;jr+s)l�j  F̂ (r;jr+s)l�j + � lj��G(r)11 + G(r)12 �j F (r�1;s)l for l � 1 ; s � r ; 1 � j � l ;(iii) the constant E(r) appearing in expansion (27) and (24) satis�es(40) ���E(r) � E(r�1)��� � G(r)12 j!j+ F (r�1;r)0 ;(iv) the norms of functions f (r;s)l appearing in expansion (24) of Hamiltonian H(r) arebounded by kf (r;s)l k � F (r;s)l for l � 0 and s > r . Here the constants F (r;s)l aredetermined by initially setting F (r;s)l = F̂ (r;s)l for l � 0 and s > r , and then performingthe replacements



18 U. Locatelli and A. Giorgilli
(41) F (r;jr+s)l  F (r;jr+s)l + 1j! j�1Yi=0 hlG(r)21 + 2((j � 1� i)r + s)G(r)22 iF (s;s)lfor l � 2 ; 1 � s � r ; j � 1 ;F (r;jr+s)l  F (r;jr+s)l + 1j! j�1Yi=0 hlG(r)21 + 2((j � 1� i)r + s)G(r)22 iF̂ (r;s)lfor either l � 0 ; s > r ; j � 1 ; or l = 1 ; s = r ; j � 1 ;(v) for the average over the angles of the functions linear in p appearing in expansion (27),the inequality khf̂ (r;s)1 ik � F̂ (r;s)h i holds, where F̂ (r;r)h i = F̂ (r;r+1)h i = 0 and(42) F̂ (r;r+s)h i = F (r�1;r+s)h i + 2G(r)11 F (s;s)2 8 1 < s � r ; F̂ (r;s)h i = F̂ (r;s)1 8 s > 2r ;and, for what concerns the expansion (24), the inequality khf (r;s)1 ik � F̂ (r;s)h i holds,where(43) F (r;s)h i = F̂ (r;s)h i 8 r < s < 2r ; F (r;2r)h i = F̂ (r;2r)h i + �G(r)21 + 2rG(r)22 �F̂ (r;r)1 ;F (r;s)h i = F (r;s)1 8 s > 2r ;(vi) the matrix C(r+1), de�ned by the equation 12C(r+1)p � p = Pr+1s=1hh(s)2 i , satis�es theinequality jC(r+1) � vj � %(r+1)jvj 8 v 2 Rn , where %(r+1) is given by(44) %(r+1) = %(r) � 2F (r;r+1)2 :The actual implementation goes as follows: at low orders, up to R0 = 33, we explicitlycalculate the functions required by Kolmogorov's algorithm using an algebraic manipulatorand we evaluate the sequence of bounds G and F according to (33); for higher orders, upto R00 = 2048 we use the recursive estimates given by the algorithm above. The worseninge�ect of the change of method is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the generating function �(r)2 . Weemphasize that the choice of R0 and R00 may be delicate: the �nal result may criticallydepend on this choice. On one hand, ifR0 is too small then the recursive estimates will fail towork. On the other hand choosing too high values may critically increase the computationaltime.4.1.2 Estimates on the in�nite power series expansionsAlthough the computer implementation of the iterative estimates of the previous sectioncan provide the upper bounds for a very large number of terms appearing in expansion (24),this is not su�cient to ensure the existence of the invariant tori. Indeed, the version of theKAM theorem reported in sect. 4.2 needs some upper limits on all the terms appearingin the in�nite power series expansion of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, all the upper bounds
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Figure 4. Decrease of the generating functions de�ned by the Kolmogorov's nor-malization algorithm. Figure 4a considers the construction of the invariant tori corre-sponding to the frequencies belonging to the set �00 de�ned in (51). The plotted valuesare the uniform upper bounds of the norms of �(r)2 on the whole set �00 . Figure 4a hasbeen enlarged in �gure 4b, where we can appreciate the change of the slope occurringwhen the calculation of the norms is no more made starting by the coe�cients of theexpansions, but only iterating the estimates (i.e., for r = 33).calculated in the previous section will be now reduced to a positive constant E and two�nite sequences f"rgR00r=1 and f�rgR00r=1 satisfying inequalities (34) with 1 � r � R00 .We �rst look for values E , "1 and �1 bounding expansion (23) of H(1). In view ofestimate (36) we can take(45) �1 = �min fI�1 ; I�2g ��1 :Next, we evaluate (35) for f (IV)s in Hamiltonian H(IV)Sec , also recalling the prescriptions atthe end of sect. 3.1. This allows us to determine E and "1 so that (34) are satis�ed for r = 1with �1 given by (45). Finally, the �nite sequences f"rgR00r=1 and f�rgR00r=1 are determined byiterating the following algorithm.Start with three positive numbers E , "r�1 and �r�1 satisfying inequalities (34) at step r�1 .Moreover, assume that the bounds G(r)11 , G(r)12 , G(r)21 and G(r)22 for the generating functions�(r)1 and �(r)2 be known. Then calculate(46) "̂r = e1=r3 max�"r�1 ; hr2 �G(r)11 + G(r)12 � �r�1i1=r� ; �̂r = e1=r2�r�1 :



20 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliIf r � R0 evaluate the new constants "r and �r as(47)"r = "̂r �1 + 1̂" rr maxnG(r)21 ; 2rG(r)22 o�1=r ; �r = �̂r �1 + 1̂" rr maxnG(r)21 ; 2rG(r)22 o� ;else, if r > R0, set(48) "r = e1=r3 max� "̂r ; h r2maxnG(r)21 ; 2rG(r)22 o i1=r � ; �r = e1=r2 �̂r :Recalling the estimates in sect. 4.1.1, one can prove by induction that inequalities (34) areveri�ed by the values of E , "r and �r, given by (46){(48).The procedure described above can be easily implemented on a computer using theinterval arithmetics. This allows us to rigorously prove inequalities (34) for r = R00 , whichwill be used to apply the theorem below.4.2 Statement of the theoremThe following statement is an adaptation of KAM theorem to our context.Theorem 2: Consider a n{degrees of freedom real analytic Hamiltonian H(R00) of theform (24). Assume:(a) h(s)l 2 Pl;sK and f (R00;s)l 2 Pl;sK , where K is a �xed positive integer;(b) the frequencies ! satisfy the Diophantine non{resonant condition, i.e., there are  > 0and � � n� 1 such that jk � !j � r�� for 0 < jkj � rK and r � 1 ;(c) the main quadratic part in the actions of the Hamiltonian is angle{independent, i.e.h(1)2 = hh(1)2 i . Moreover, the angular average of the quadratic terms of the Hamiltonianalready in normal form satis�es the non{degeneracy condition jC(R00) � vj � %(R00)jvj8 v 2 Rn for some positive %(R00), where the matrix C(R00) is de�ned by the relation12C(R00)p � p =PR00s=1hh(s)2 i ;(d) the main perturbing term linear in the actions has zero average over the angles, i.e.,hf (R00;R00+1)1 i = 0 ;(e) the bounds (34) on the norms of the functions h(s)l and f (R00;s)l hold when r = R00 ;(f) the inequality "R00 < "�("R00 ; E; �R00; ; �; %(R00); K;R00) is satis�ed by the small param-eter "R00 , "� being the only positive root of the equation("�a�)R001� "�a� = min( %(R00)4"2R00E ��2 ; e�3=R002�2 ) ;where �� = �R00e3=R00 anda� = 2(2�+12)b�l �Z1 Z2�2=R00e3=[2(R00)2] ;with 2�l � R00 < 2�l+1 and where the quantities Z1 , Z2 and b�l are de�ned asZ1 = max�"R00KE �� ; 1� ; Z2 = max�2"2R00E �� 2%(R00) ; 1� ; b�l = �l + 22�l�1 :



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 21Then the following statement holds true: there exists a canonical transformation (p; q) = (P;Q), real analytic for P 2 B3=(4��)(0) and Q 2 Tn , which brings the HamiltonianH(R00)to Kolmogorov's normal form(49) H(1)(P;Q) = ! � P + 1Xs=1 1Xl=2 h(s)l (P;Q) + E(1) :The canonical transformation is near to the identity, i.e.  � I � O("R00+1R00 ) . Moreover, theenergy E(1) corresponding to the invariant torus P = 0 satis�es the inequality(50) ���E(1) � E(R00)��� � �"R00E + j!j�R00 � ("R00a�)R00+11� "R00a� :The interested reader will �nd the proof of this version of the KAM theorem in [22].4.3 Topological con�nement of the orbitWe follow the discussion in sect. 1.We look for an approximation of two frequencies !0 and !00 which ful�ll the require-ments above. To this purpose, we can make our calculations without using the intervalarithmetics on the initial Hamiltonian (11), that is the simplest one. We determine �Eas the energy of the point �; � in table 3; the actual value is the centre of the intervalin (52). We take two new initial conditions by multiplying by 1� 0:02 both values �1 and�1 and modifying �2 and �2 so that the ratio �2=�2 is kept constant and that the two newinitial conditions still lie on an energy level approximatively equal to �E. Then, by usingthe frequency analysis, we calculate the angular frequencies, say !0� and !00� , of the orbitsstarting from the two new initial conditions. We get (%)!0� = (�0:0001456732145781655 ; �0:0002592343751518042) ;!00� = (�0:0001455615260122723 ; �0:0002579079711284839) :(%) The choice above of the two points is quite delicate. By construction, the tori T 0 andT 00 are very close to these points. These tori should be far enough to allow us to claimthat they are well separated notwithstanding the shade e�ect of the interval arithmetics.On the other hand, the argument below requires that the \true" initial point be in theanalyticity region of the transformation to Kolmogorov's normal form, which requires thetori to be close enough. We located a su�ciently good pair of initial conditions by trialand error.



22 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliWe now de�ne the sets �0 and �00 of Diophantine frequencies as
(51) �0 = �(!1; !2) : !1!2 = 5797287 + 2625484p5�1210316626 + 4672209p5�12 ;1 + !2=0:000259234375151694060 2 ��5 � 10�10 ; 5 � 10�10�� ;�00 = �(!1; !2) : !1!2 = 2899483 + 818219p5�125137345 + 1449732p5�12 ;1 + !2=0:00025790797112834715 2 ��5 � 10�10 ; 5 � 10�10�� :Our choice is based on some well known relations of the continued fraction expansions. Theratios !1=!2 have been �xed according to the following two criteria: (1) when (!1; !2) 2 �0(�00, resp.), then !1=!2 � !0�; 1 = !0�; 2 (!1=!2 � !00�; 1 = !00�; 2 , resp.); (2) �0 and �00 areconstituted by noble frequencies, which are expected to correspond to the locally mostrobust tori with respect to the perturbations (see, e.g., [23]). The de�nition of sets �0 and�00 is parameterized with respect to !2 and the range of the values of !2 has been chosenin such a way that both !0� 2 �0 and !00� 2 �00 , where!0�; 2 = �0:00025923437525826712 !0+; 2 = �0:00025923437504512100 ;!00�; 2 = �0:00025790797123354561 !00+; 2 = �0:00025790797102314870 :The latter four frequencies have been chosen in such a way that the two values of theenergy of the tori corresponding to the frequencies !0� (!00�, resp.) are � 1 � 10�8 �E . Inorder to actually calculate these frequencies, we use the averages over the angles of thetwo Hamiltonians in Kolmogorov's normal form expanded around the initial frequencies!0� and !00� .Hereafter, all calculation are performed using the interval arithmetics. A straightfor-ward evaluation of the energy level �E allows us to get(52) �E 2 [�1:6986715765408438 � 10�7 ; �1:6986715763842084 � 10�7] ;let us recall that �E is the value corresponding to the initial conditions in table 4 for theHamiltonian (19) truncated at s = 35.We �nally apply the computer{assisted proof described in the present section 4, inorder to ensure the existence of the invariant tori corresponding to all the frequencieson the curves �0 and �00. Let us remark that we can simultaneously deal with a set offrequencies thanks to the interval arithmetics implemented in our code. As anticipated insect. 4.1 we perform an explicit calculation of Kolmogorov's algorithm up to order R0 = 33followed by iteration of the estimates up to the step R00 = 2048 . ([) Then, we can check([) The procedure above has actually been applied to the curves �0 and �00 in order tocheck the existence of the families of tori, and then repeated for the extrema of the curvesin order to check the conditions on the energy. This makes a total of six times. To givean idea of the required computational power, a single application of the procedure took



Invariant tori in the secular motions of the three{body planetary systems 23that all the considered frequencies satisfy condition (b) of theorem 2, with  = 8 � 10�6and � = 1 . We explicitly calculate the values of %(R0) and E(R0) and we estimate %(R00) andE(R00) by using iteratively inequalities (44) and (40); this allows us to evaluate %(R00) � 6 , inall the considered cases. After having iterated the estimates, we can check that hypothesis(e) of theorem 2 is always satis�ed by the following values of the parameters:"(R00) = 0:840 E = 2 � 10�6 �(R00) = 1:2 � 104 :Furthermore, the algorithm we adopted ensures that hypotheses (a), with K = 2 , and (d)are ful�lled by H(R00) . Finally, from a straightforward calculation of the threshold value"� de�ned in hypothesis (f), we get "� = 0:868 :Since "(R00) < "� , our version of KAM theorem applies and ensures that all the consideredfrequencies correspond to invariant tori. Moreover, we can evaluate the energy E(1) of theinvariant tori corresponding to the frequencies !0� and !00� , by making use of estimate (50).Such a calculation allows us to prove that the energy of both the tori !0+ and !00+ (!0� and!00� , resp.) is > �E (< �E , resp.). Therefore, there is a frequency !0 2 �0 (!00 2 �00) suchthat the corresponding torus T 0 (T 00) is invariant and its energy level is �E .In order to complete the proof, we check that the initial point is in the gap betweentwo tori on the same energy surface. Let us refer to the KAM torus T 0 with frequency !0,and let P 0; Q0 be the canonical coordinates that give the Hamiltonian the Kolmogorov'snormal form H(1). This Hamiltonian is analytic for P 0 2 B3=(4��)(0) and Q0 2 T2. Wecheck that @H(1)=@P 02 (P 0; Q0) 6= 0 in the latter domain; this implies that P 01; Q01; Q02 maybe used as local coordinates on the intersection between the surface of constant energyH(1) = �E and the domain B3=(4��)(0)�T2. Next, we check that the coordinate P 01 of theinitial point and the coordinate P 01 of any point of the torus T 00 are both positive. We haveindeed for the initial point P 01 2 [10�5 ; 2:1 � 10�5], and choosing the point Q01 = Q02 = 0on the torus T 00 we get P 01 2 [2:6 � 10�5 ; 3:6 � 10�5]. Since a trajectory cannot crossan invariant torus, we conclude that both the orbit and the torus T 00 lie on the sameside of the energy surface with respect to the torus T 0. By reversing the argument, anddenoting by P 00; Q00 the coordinates of Kolmogorov's normal form in the neighbourhoodB3=(4��)(0)� T2 of the KAM torus T 00 we �rst prove that @H(1)=@P 002 (P 00; Q00) 6= 0, andthen check that the initial point has P 001 2 [�1:7 � 10�5 ; �1:5 � 10�5], while the pointQ001 = Q002 = 0 of the torus T 0 has P 001 2 [�3:2 � 10�5 ; �3 � 10�5]. Hence, both the orbitand the torus T 0 lie on the same side of the energy surface with respect to the torus T 00.We conclude that the orbit is eternally trapped between two close KAM tori T 0; T 00, thusassuring a topological con�nement. This concludes the proof of theorem 1.17 h of CPU{time on a 400Mhz Pentium II processor for the explicit calculation of theexpansions, and 13 h on an AlphaServer 1000/400 EV5 for the iteration of the estimates.



24 U. Locatelli and A. GiorgilliA. Expansion of the secular Hamiltonian of the SJS systemup to order 2 in the masses and 6 in eccentricityIn the following expansion of formula (11), we neglected the additive constant becauseit has no inuence on the equations of motion:H(I)Sec(�1; �2; �1; �2) = �7:9817980076760655�10�5�21 �3:8147366852664142�10�5�1�2�1:0268297004552840 � 10�4 �22 �7:7243404322933866 � 10�5 �21�3:3707608458413656 � 10�5 �1�2 �9:9999984803151030 � 10�5 �22�5:6436223750712493 � 10�4 �41 �1:6416392742006527 � 10�3 �31�2�6:2973632765649690 � 10�3 �21�22 �2:2899781169560516 � 10�3 �21�21�3:4760626376493233 � 10�3 �21�1�2 �4:2185659067704027 � 10�3 �21�22�8:3857323933716650 � 10�3 �1�32 �1:3039354499285056 � 10�3 �1�2�21�4:7425253805301244 � 10�3 �1�2�1�2 �6:8531825574944021 � 10�3 �1�2�22�6:2286577646952779 � 10�3 �42 �3:9500271580332256 � 10�3 �22�21�8:3527962865484184 � 10�3 �22�1�2 �1:1373126532783053 � 10�2 �22�22�1:7268965474147260 � 10�3 �41 �3:1475592574520577 � 10�3 �31�2�6:6349860468623900 � 10�3 �21�22 �6:8332272847022573 � 10�3 �1�32�5:1387074709303473 � 10�3 �42 �6:0701804574696823 � 10�3 �61�3:2119532714927534 � 10�2 �51�2 �2:7549740027179186 � 10�1 �41�22�7:4777792652719661 � 10�2 �41�21 �2:0878989193600397 � 10�1 �41�1�2�2:2556116819663772 � 10�1 �41�22 �1:2799874137338532 � 100 �31�32�2:1957803068778765 � 10�1 �31�2�21 �1:0754609127577874 � 100 �31�2�1�2�1:2525556241525955 � 100 �31�2�22 �3:0996153271501390 � 100 �21�42�6:4320374599537216 � 10�1 �21�22�21 �3:9977642968441485 � 100 �21�22�1�2�4:7878280093164562 � 100 �21�22�22 �1:3017334854810814 � 10�1 �21�41�5:6443027855889856 � 10�1 �21�31�2 �1:6091206979341728 � 100 �21�21�22�2:4623339524089656 � 100 �21�1�32 �1:6707157626697120 � 100 �21�42�3:2771819750467199 � 100 �1�52 �6:5831703615139023 � 10�1 �1�32�21�6:1109646323834843 � 100 �1�32�1�2 �7:3380945672001685 � 100 �1�32�22�1:8774424112239909 � 10�1 �1�2�41 �1:0570482388082987 � 100 �1�2�31�2�3:6262703950516264 � 100 �1�2�21�22 �6:1600785219363594 � 100 �1�2�1�32�4:0619119716320187 � 100 �1�2�42 �1:2962091387801093 � 100 �62�6:0253186540222901 � 10�1 �42�21 �4:3130729937971006 � 100 �42�1�2�5:0726955487757852 � 100 �42�22 �3:7694653469144916 � 10�1 �22�41�1:8736854171280113 � 100 �22�31�2 �5:8658678966225395 � 100 �22�21�22�9:4014451177163672 � 100 �22�1�32 �6:2640076184402940 � 100 �22�42�6:1464575048410168 � 10�2 �61 �3:5591582332419240 � 10�1 �51�2�1:3743527471116275 � 100 �41�22 �3:3335872837233516 � 100 �31�32�5:2949133058695930 � 100 �21�42 �5:0893561220459285 � 100 �1�52�2:4875190197883796 � 100 �62
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